SITE TOUR: Pre and Post Conference FAM Site Inspection of Cape Cod
Contact

Patti Lloyd, CTIS

Vice President of Sales
Cape Cod Convention & Visitors Bureau
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P: 508-362-9351 F: 508-362-3698
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Site Details Provided by CVB
The Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce/CVB and its Hotel Partners cordially invite you to visit our
beautiful meeting destination as part of a pre or post conference PCMA Convening Leaders FAM Trip.
Graced with outstanding natural beauty and replete with historic charm, few places can match Cape Cod
and the Islands as a unique destination for creative conferences and meetings, relaxing retreats and
incentive getaways. Indeed, as the warmest region in New England during the winter months and the
coolest in the summer, the Cape and Islands offer a favorable climate that is perfect for a gathering or
getaway in any season.
Spread out along the arm-shaped peninsula, the Cape’s 15 towns, plus the islands of Martha’s Vineyard
and Nantucket, offer a wide range of discriminating function facilities, accommodations and dining
options for a variety of business gatherings, corporate functions and seminars. Professional meeting
assistance and sophisticated support services are only enhanced by the region’s historic architecture,
breathtaking seascapes and an old-fashioned dedication to exceptional service.
Though far from the hectic distractions of day-to-day life, Cape Cod is just a short journey from the
Eastern Seaboard’s major urban areas – an hour and a half’s drive from Boston and Providence; less
than three hours from Hartford and New Haven; and a one-hour flight or five-hour drive from New York
City. In addition, the Cape and Islands offer a diversity of public and private transportation options and a
wealth of sophisticated medical facilities, including one of the top 100 hospitals nationwide.
We invite you and your clients to share in the enchantment of Cape Cod and the islands of Martha’s
Vineyard and Nantucket. Together with our highly professional local venues and services, we make it
easy to plan a meeting, function or special event that will exceed expectations and escape the mundane.
We hope that you will consider incorporating a visit to Cape Cod as part of your PCMA Convening
Leaders experience. For those delegates who are interested, one night’s complimentary
accommodations will be provided by participating Cape Cod hotels including the Cape Codder Resort

and Conference Center, Chatham Bars Inn, DoubleTree by Hilton Cape Cod - Hyannis, Ocean Edge
Resort, Seacrest Beach Hotel and Resort and Conference Center at Hyannis. Accommodations will
include breakfast and dinner at the hosting property. Additional hotel site inspections can be arranged.
Transportation to/from Cape Cod will need to be individually arranged by PCMA participants. There are
a variety of transportation options to/from the Cape which include flights from Boston’s Logan Airport
to Barnstable Municipal Airport, regular bus service via Plymouth and Brockton Bus from Logan Airport
or South Station Boston and a variety of car services and rentals.
If you would like more information about arranging a site inspection of Cape Cod or if you would like
more information about Cape Cod & the Islands as a consideration for an upcoming convention, please
contact me at your earliest convenience.

